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WHAT’S WHERE AND HOW’S WHAT?
INTERROGATIVES IN ARABIC DIALECTS

KEES VERSTEEGH

In many languages, interrogative pronouns and adverbs form a paradigmatic set
etymologically, even though synchronically this is not always visible. In Germanic
languages, for instance, interrogatives are often built with a prefix w- or wh-, and
in Greek most of them contain p-, in Latin qu-. To some extent, one could pro-
bably claim that for the speakers of these languages these prefixes mark in-
terrogativity. The regularity is, however, incomplete. Thus, in English along with
who and what there is how, and in Latin along with quando and quid we have ubi
and cur. For the learner of the language this means that, in spite of a certain para-
digmatic regularity, there is still a lot of learning to do.

In some cases of language change, paradigmatic regularity is restored or enhan-
ced by periphrasis of the interrogatives. This periphrasis consists in combining a
uniform question particle with a nominal questioned element, for instance, ‘what
place?’, ‘what person?’, ‘what thing?’, ‘what manner?’. These newly developed,
bi-morphemic forms are semantically more transparent in the sense of Seuren and
Wekker (1986), since they can be broken down into a part functioning as a ques-
tion particle (Q) and a part functioning as questioned word, i.e., Q-place, Q-thing,
etc. Such a tendency towards language change is particularly prominent in pro-
cesses of pidginization/creolization (Holms 1988:65, 87, 213), e.g., in Tok Pisin
wanem ‘what?’ < Q + name, in Haitian French Creole ki-gen ‘how?’ < Q + genre,
etc. Apparently, in the communicative situations in which pidgins and creoles
emerge, and in which second language learning takes place in an improvized way,
rather than under strict monitoring, there is a bonus on the enhancement of seman-
tic transparency.

It should be emphasized here that pidgin/creole languages are not the only ones
to have transparent interrogatives. According to Cysouw (2004:3), completely
transparent systems are rare overall (he cites as examples Surinamese Sranan and
Kenyan Pidgin Swahili), whereas incompletely transparent systems are somewhat
more common (e.g., Ewe, Nambikuara and Pirahã). His sampling is synchronic,
however, and what we are concerned with here is cases in which an opaque system
is (partly) replaced by a transparent one.

The greater semantic transparency is also evident in the development of separate
question particles for simple yes/no questions, possibly because in the most rudi-
mentary forms of communication there is no change in word order between state-
ments and questions, the latter being marked only by intonation. Question particles
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are then indispensable for unambiguous marking of interrogative sentences. An
example is the question particle in Principe Creole Portuguese (Holm 1988:213):

kwá ci mesé â
thing you want Q
‘what do you want?’

A third development is that of phrasal interrogatives of the type ‘who is that?’,
‘what is that?’, for instance Tok Pisin husat or Jamaican huu(-dat) ‘who?’, both
< who’s that. These, too, may be said to enhance the pragmatic transparency of the
utterance, by highlighting the interrogative. The utterance is split into two parts:
rather than asking ‘Who did this?’, one asks ‘Who is it? (He) did this’ or possibly
‘Who is it that did this?’ (cf. French interrogatives of the type qu’est-ce que ..?).

Not all pidgin and creole language exhibit this type of transparent interrogative,
and they do not exhibit it in all interrogatives, either. Muysken and Veenstra
(1995:124-128) distinguish within this group between transparent systems, in
which the question particle and the questioned element constitute semantic units;
mixed systems, in which the question particle combines with an interrogative from
the lexifier language; opaque systems, in which interrogatives from the lexifier lan-
guage replace the creolized interrogatives; and atrophied systems, in which the
question particle is dropped and only the questioned element remains. An example
of an almost entirely transparent system is Chinese Pidgin English, with forms
such as wat-ting ‘what?’ wat-time ‘when?’ wat-side ‘where?’, wat-fashion ‘how?’
(Muysken and Veenstra 1995:125). Mixed forms occur in almost all creoles, e.g.,
Jamaican wen taym ‘when?’, combining the questioned word taym with the in-
terrogative wen from the target language. Such mixed forms may even involve mi-
xing with an element from the substrate language or an element that is borrowed
from another language. Muysken and Smith (1990:892) cite as an example the mi-
xed forms in Berbice Dutch, in which wa-anga > wanga ‘where?’ seems to be a
combination of Dutch wat > wa and Kalabari (an Eastern Ijo language) angaa
‘place’. From Anatolian Arabic forms combining the Arabic question particle with
a Turkish questioned word are reported, e.g., aπyøl ‘how?’ < Arabic ‘what?’ +
Turkish yol ‘way’ (see below). Opaque forms are found in most pidgin and creole
languages, for instance Tok Pisin we(-stap) ‘where?’ < where + stop; in some
creolized languages almost the entire system is opaque, for instance, in the Arabic
creole Nubi, spoken in Kenya and Uganda, in which most interrogatives derive
from mono-morphemic forms, and in the English creole Saramaccan in Dutch
Surinam. Atrophied forms occur in many creoles, e.g., in Sranan pe ‘where?’ < o-
pe < Q + presi < place (Bruyn 1991), and in the Portuguese-based creole based
Fad’Ambon (Post 1995:199) where xa ‘what?’ has developed from Q + xa <
Portuguese cosa ‘(some)thing’. As we shall see below, it is also possible for atro-
phied forms to consist of the question particle only, the questioned word having
been dropped, e.g. Egyptian '„ ‘what?’ < 'ayyu πay'in.

Muysken and Smith (1990:901) conclude that “a large number of creoles have
developed semantically transparent systems”, but they admit that a number of
questions are still open. For one thing, even in those languages in which the ma-
jority of the interrogatives is semantically transparent at the initial stage, the system
may be subject to change at a later time. Bruyn (1991) has studied the development
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of bi-morphemic interrogatives in Sranan (and English-based creole in Dutch Suri-
nam) from the 18th century to the present time. She concludes that the original sys-
tem was more transparent than the present one, since almost all interrogatives used
to contain the question particle hu- (from English who or how). But in modern
Sranan at least some of the interrogatives can be used optionally without the ques-
tion particle, for instance (o-)fa ‘how?’ (Q-fasi < fashion) and (o-)pe ‘where’ (Q-
presi < place). This development runs counter to the tendency towards trans-
parency, since the forms without the question particle no longer belong to a para-
digmatic set characterized by hu- (in older Sranan) or o- (in modern Sranan).
Bruyn explains this by pointing out that the optional use of the question particle
seems to be allowed only in those cases in which the questioned element is not ho-
mophonous with any free noun. Thus, for instance, in the interrogative o-ten
‘when?’ (Q-ten < time) the question particle is obligatory since the questioned ele-
ment also occurs as a free noun meaning ‘time’. In this way the principle of trans-
parency is preserved, albeit indirectly (Bruyn 1991:45), because the question parti-
cle may be left out only in those cases in which no ambiguity arises.

The most important questions would seem to be, however, why some creoles de-
veloped almost completely transparent systems, while in others the system remai-
ned opaque. A partial answer to this question is given by Clements and Mahboob
(2000). They point out that in situations of language contact there is always a pro-
cess of what Thomason and Kaufman (1988) call ‘mutual linguistic accommoda-
tion’. Thomason and Kaufman (1988:157) claim that:

“Acquisition of TL [target language] structures is primarily de-
termined, for any language learning situation, by access to the TL
and by motivation to learn it, and only secondarily by markedness
and by the typological fit between TL structures and structures in the
learners’ language(s)”.

This is translated by Clements and Mahboob (2000:462) into a hierarchy of fac-
tors to explain the possible outcome of the process of accommodation by the new
learners of the target language:

“a. Access to the TL
b. Motivation on the part of the shifting speakers to learn the TL in a
context of creolization
c. The typological distance that separates the languages in a given
contact situation
d. The tendency to use universally unmarked features in the creo-
lization process”.

By ordering the factors in this way, they have found a way to explain develop-
ments in the learners’ variety of the language. If these have ample access to the
target language and/or if they are motivated to shift completely to the target lan-
guage, they will tend to take over wholesale the forms they are exposed to.
Clements and Mahboob’s approach effectively neutralizes the old opposition bet-
ween substratal influence and autonomous development. According to them, sub-
stratal influence is only one of the factors to determine the outcome of the acqui-
sition process. In this model it only comes to play a role if the typological distance
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between the target language and the learners` language(s) is small. If the distance
is increased, the likelihood of what they call ‘universal features’, for instance, a
tendency towards semantic transparency, become operative. They apply this model
to the emergence of interrogatives in a large number of English-, French, Portu-
guese- and Spanish-based pidgins/creoles and conclude (2000:492) that “if the lan-
guages in contact do not share a certain structure, then the structure of the question
will be accounted for by the universal tendencies such as the drive for semantic
transparency”.

Inversely, a construction shared by two languages in contact has a higher chance
to be preserved even if it is highly marked in the target language. This principle
applies, for instance, to the choice between in situ interrogatives and wh-move-
ment. The in situ position of the interrogative in Egyptian Arabic is often cited as a
case of substratal influence from Coptic. Just as often, the validity of this case of
alleged substratal influence is rejected. Behnstedt (forthcoming), for instance,
points out that similar constructions are not completely unknown in Classical Ara-
bic, even though they are highly marked. In his view, this means that it is unne-
cessary to assume Coptic influence to explain the position of the interrogative in
Egyptian Arabic. In the model adopted here, the presence of the construction in
Classical Arabic does not necessarily mean that influence from the substratal lan-
guage is ruled out completely. In fact, both factors may have reinforced each other,
according to the principle that if the typological distance between the two langua-
ges is only slight, marked constructions from the target language may be supported
by similar constructions in the substratal language. In other words, if the new lear-
ners (in this case, of Arabic) are confronted with a choice between two alternatives,
they are more likely to choose the one they are familiar with, even if it is marked
in the target language, and even if this runs counter to universal tendencies towards
semantic transparency.

When there is no variant to be favored on the basis of familiarity from the
substratal structure, universal tendencies start to play a role. This appears to be the
case of the bi-morphemic interrogatives of the kind described here. Their presence
cannot be explained by the presence of such forms in any of the substratal lan-
guages (Coptic, Berber, Syriac), which all have mono-morphemic interrogatives. In
Standard Arabic, just as in most other languages, bi-morphemic interrogatives do
occur, but as stylistic variants along with the mono-morphemic forms. In English,
‘what time?’, ‘what person?’, ‘what place?’, ‘what way?’ are used by native spea-
kers, as a simple google query immediately demonstrates. Although we have no
figures about the use of such expressions in Classical Arabic, it may be assumed
that forms like 'ayyu makånin, 'ayyu πay'in, 'ayyu maw∂i©in occurred regularly as
stylistic variants. The difference between these variants and those in modern Ara-
bic dialects is that in the latter bi-morphemic forms are used exclusively, in at least
some dialects, for at least some of the interrogatives. This means that an explana-
tion in terms of universal tendencies towards semantic transparency is appropriate.
It is not my intention here to show that Arabic dialects went through a similar de-
velopment as pidgin and creole languages (for that issue see Versteegh 2003), but
to point out the relationship between periphrastic interrogatives and the commu-
nicative context of language acquisition. Since the first varieties of modern Arabic
emerged in a situation of second language acquisition (cf. Al Sharkawi 2005), such
an explanation has to take into account the linguistic accommodation involved in
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the acquisition process and since substratal influence is unlikely in this case, the
greater semantic transparency of the bi-morphemic variants must have played a ro-
le in the process of change.

Yet, the development of the Arabic dialects did not proceed along the same lines
everywhere. In fact, examples are found of all four types of development of in-
terrogative systems mentioned by Muysken and Veenstra (1995). In many dialects,
there are at least some transparent, bi-morphemic interrogatives, whereas in other
dialects reflexes of the Classical Arabic forms prevail, such as må, 'ayna, matå,
etc. These are opaque in the sense that their form cannot be broken down in
smaller meaningful units. Along with the transparent and opaque forms, mixed or
blended forms are also found in Arabic dialects. In these forms, the transparent
questioned word is combined with a reflex of the Classical Arabic interrogative, in
forms like 'ayna˙all ‘where?’ < 'ayna + ma˙all ‘place’ in Antiochia Arabic or
*ayna mø¤a > Diyarbakir »nda˙ ‘where?’ < 'ayna + maw∂i© ‘place’. Mixed forms
of a different nature are also found, when the question particle is combined with a
Classical Arabic interrogative, e.g., in Syrian Arabic '„mta ‘when?’ < 'ayy matå.
Interrogatives of this kind, are relatively easy to explain as intrusion of the Classi-
cal Arabic form in the already existing transparent form. This phenomenon is well-
known from other cases of language contact in which a target language continues
to play a role or comes to play a role at a later stage, after new varieties of the lan-
guage have already developed, as in the Jamaican example wen taym ‘when?’,
cited above. Atrophied forms of the type referred to above also occur in the Arabic
dialects. In these forms the Q-element is dropped from the questioned words. This
represents a further erosion of the transparent system. In Moroccan Arabic we find,
for instance, πnÂ ‘who?’ or an even shorter form, π- < 'ayyu πay'in huwa, in which
the 'ayyu element is not visible anymore; in Maltese, ‘what?’ is xi < πay’. So-
mewhat different are cases where the question particle is the only part remaining
after the deletion of the questioned word, as in Egyptian '„ ‘what?’. Such forms,
too, are relatively easy to explain as a general erosion of frequently used function
words. We have seen above in the case of Sranan that such an erosion can only ta-
ke place if the remaining questioned word (Moroccan π-, Maltese xi-) is not homo-
phonous with a free noun.

In discussing the development in the Arabic dialects I shall limit myself to the
interrogatives ‘who?’, ‘what?’, ‘where?’, ‘when?’ and ‘how?’. The situation with
‘how many?’ is more complicated, since as Manfred Woidich (p.c.) points out, the
forms that are reflexes of kam do not have the same function as those deriving
from some transparent form like *'ayyu πay'in qadr ‘what size, measure?’, which is
reflected in forms like π-qadr, π-gad in Mespotamian Arabic, 'add« '„ in Egyptian
Arabic, or áπka in Cypriot Arabic. The distinction between the two is probably
identical with that between mass/count interrogatives, which is found in other lan-
guages as well.
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who? what? where? when? how?

Egyptian Arabic
(Cairo)

mn '„ f„n imta izzåy

Moroccan Arabic
(SkÂra, Aguadé &
Elyaacoubi 1995)

πkÂn, m»n åπ, »π; πnu
(Jewish)

fn nta kf, kfaπ

Gulf Arabic
(Holes 1990)

min (man),
minhu

πinhu, w„π w„n mita πløn, k„f
(≥„f)

Iraqi Arabic
(Baghdad Muslim,
Erwin 1963)

minu πinu w„n πwakit πløn

Iraqi Arabic
(Baghdad Jewish,
Mansour, forth-
coming)

máni áπkun w„n „mta áπlon

Lebanese Arabic
(Biπmizzn, Jiha
1964)

mn 'aπ, 'ayπ wayn 'aymtn,
'aymta

kf

Syrian Arabic
(Damascus,
Grotzfeld 1965)

mn πÂ, ('„π) w„n '„mta πløn

Áassåniyya (Taine-
Cheikh,
forthcoming)

m»n π(»)- mnäyn,
wäyn

äyntä πkv

Cypriot
(Borg1985)

men ayπ, aπ 'ayn,
'an

miten áππik

Uzbekistan Arabic
(Fischer 1961)

mn „π „ßåb matå,
mit

iπ†Âr

Maltese min xi fejn meta kif

Chadian Arabic yåtu πinu w„n (mata),
mit„n

kik„f, kikeff

Arbîl
(Jastrow1990)

mani aπ, aπni h„n h„mate áπtøf

Daragözü
(Jastrow 1973)

m»ni π†aba »mma ≥≥ax »πma

Bornu Arabic
(Owens 1993)

miné πinú, πunú yéen,
wéen
(weenú,
yoonú)

matá,
waqtéeπ

kéef,
kekkéef,
kefkéef

Nubi
(Wellens2003)

mu`nu su`nu (f)/(u)`
wen,
we`nu

mi`ten ke`fin

Table 1: Examples of interrogatives in some Arabic dialects
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WHO?

The interrogative ‘who?’ seems to be the one most resistent to periphrasis, which
seems to be a general characteristic in the languages of the world: according to
Cysouw (2004:2) only 5% of the world’s languages have an analyzable (trans-
parent) interrogative to ask about a person. Singer (1958:93ff) states that interro-
gative ‘who?’ in the Arabic dialects goes back to four different forms: man, mn,
'ayyu πay'in huwa (e.g., Da⁄na waππu), and 'ayyu πay'in yakÂnu (e.g.. Moroccan
πkÂn). mn is regarded by him as an original doublet of man (Singer 1958:129-130,
137). The forms with 'ayy πay'in are phrasal interrogatives, just like the form minu
< man huwa in ∏ukriyya Arabic (Reichmuth 1983:116-117).

The phrasal origin of such phrasal interrogatives is still detectable in their
syntactic use. They occur sentence-initially, or with a preposed relative clause, as
in ∏ukriyya Arabic

al-˙addasak minÂ
REL-told-you who
‘who told you? ’

al-fi-l-b„t minÂ
REL-in-ART-house who
‘who is in the house?’

This use goes back to a highlighting of the interrogative phrase or the subject
phrase, i.e., ‘the one who told you, who is he?’ or ‘who is he, the one who told
you?’.

In Chadian Arabic a different form for ‘who?’ is used, yåtu (possibly derived
from ayy + t + hu, Roth-Laly 1979:170-171), but it displays the same syntactic
ordering; when used after a relative clause, yåtu exhibits gender agreement with
the subject of the relative clause:

al-bi-thaddis yåti
REL-DUR-she.tells who
‘who [fem.] tells you?’

WHAT?

For ‘what?’ almost all dialects have a form containing a reflex of Classical
Arabic πay' ‘thing’. This is not in line with Cysouw`s findings (2004:2), since only
5% of the world’s languages have an analyzable form of the interrogative asking
about a thing. The only place where reflexes of Classical Arabic må are found is a
large region in Yemen (Singer 1958:161). The distribution of må and 'ayyu πay'
informs in the Yemeni dialect area is illustrated strikingly by Map 59 in the dialect
atlas of Yemen (Behnstedt 1985). The western part of this area has the reflexes of
Classical Arabic må for ‘what?’, whereas the eastern part has reflexes of 'ayyu
πay'in ‘what thing?’. In between are smaller areas in which the interrogative goes
back to *ma huwa > maw, mø, mÂ or to *må hiya > m, sometimes reinforced with
-πi, e.g., Riståq mhÂππi (Singer 1958:173). They have become completely gramma-
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ticalized since they are also used when they do not function as subject or predicate,
e.g., mÂ gulk ln ‘what did you say to me?’.

In general, the 'ayyu πay' forms occur in two types of combination, both with
and without final -in. According to Singer (1958:209) the forms with -in are older,
for instance Maltese πin, Iraqi πinu, Tunisian åπnÂa, Moroccan aπnhÂwa, Anda-
lusian aπan, aππan. In some dialects, forms with initial w- exist; according to Sin-
ger (1958:211) these are not the result of a combination with the conjunction wa-,
but they go back to an alternation w-Ù'-, e.g., in Aden Arabic weπ, waπ, wuπ.

In some dialects, the questioned word has become atrophied through the loss of
the question particle. This may be a development in real time, comparable to the
development of the interrogative in Sranan: in Syrian Arabic the form '„π may be
the older one (Grotzfeld 1965:23), which has given way to πÂ < '„π + hu. The in-
verse development has taken place in Egyptian Arabic, where the questioned word
has dropped off (cf. Singer 1958:223-225 about the gradual replacement of '„π
with '„). De Jong (2000:174, 290, 371) points out that in a number of Sinai Be-
douin dialects (e.g., Rm„liy, Sm„©niy, Biyyå‹iy) '„π tends to be used sentence ini-
tially, '„h sentence finally. If this is a modern development, '„h may be the result
of Cairene influence, in which case the sentence final position may reflect the in
situ position of the Cairene interrogative.

WHEN?

For ‘when?’, Map 290 of the Syrian dialect atlas (Behnstedt 1997), provides an
example of alternative forms restricted to small pockets: the overwhelming majo-
rity of the dialects has opaque reflexes of matå ‘when?’, but in the Qamiπli area in
the north-east transparent forms like π-wakit, πøkt < *'ayyu πay'in waqt ‘what
time?’ are found (cf. áyπwaxt, áπwaxt, etc., in Anatolian dialects, cf. Jastrow,
forthcoming). A large number of places on the map displays mixed forms going
back to combinations of 'ayy + matå > aymta, amáta, „mta, etc. In Anatolian Ara-
bic, mixed forms combining the Q-particle with the Classical reflex are found for
‘when?’, e.g., Mardin áymate (cf. Jastrow, forthcoming). For the Egyptian dialect
area, Map 185 (Behnstedt and Woidich 1985) shows that most varieties have a re-
flex of *matå ‘where?’, but the northern part of the area has an expanded form
imta, aymta, „mta presumably derived from 'ayy matå, in other words, a form com-
bining the Classical Arabic interrogative with the Q-particle 'ayy (the boundary
between these two areas lies north of il-Minya, Map 186). In a few places, a trans-
parent form is found in which some form of waqt ‘time’ is combined with the
question word: wakt„, waxt„ (in the oasis of Kharga and in the eastern Delta); both
belong to the ‘pre-Hilali’ stage of Arabicization. In the rest of Egypt there is a
clear distinction between Upper Egypt, with forms going back to Classical Arabic
matå, and the rest of Egypt, including the Delta and Middle Egypt, with mixed
forms going back to 'ayy + matå: imta, aymta, „mta (cf. Behnstedt and Woidich
1985, Map 185).

In North Africa, the situation is extremely varied, but Marçais (1977:253-254)
makes a general division into reflexes of waqt and those of matå; the latter is men-
tioned for Tunisia and Libya (amta, mta). Marçais adds that y»mta is some-times
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heard in Morocco. »mtåπ is found in south Tunisia (Gabes), mt„n in Fezzan,
weynta, w„nta in Algeria (the high plain of the Oranais and the Algérois). The
forms related to waqt occur in the larger parts of Morocco and Algeria, according
to Marçais also in Bedouin dialects; nonetheless, these must stem from sedentary
dialects since in most cases they have either q or k (wagtåh is mentioned for the
Bedouin dialects of the western Algérois and the Oranais, and åna-wagt for the
Maråzg in South Tunisia). In the dialect of Chauen, Moscoso (2003:189) notes the
use of fwåx for ‘when?’.

WHERE?

For ‘where?’ most dialects have combinations of Classical Arabic 'ayna with
w a -  or f. Mixed forms are found, for instance, in the Syrian dialect area
(Behnstedt 1997, Map 286) in the form 'ayna˙alli ‘where?’ < *'ayna + ma˙all,
which is found near Iskenderun (cf. Arnold, forthcoming, who documents ayna˙all
for the Christian and Alawi dialect in Antiochia Arabic). In Anatolian Arabic forms
going back to *ayna mø∂a© ‘which place?’ occur, e.g., in Diyarbakir »nda˙ Ù »nda,
Daragözü »mma˙ Ù »mma. In the North African Arabic dialects, all forms
mentioned by Marçais (1977:248) for ‘where?’ derive from combinations with
'ayna: fåyn, w„n, låyn, mnn, etc.

HOW?

For ‘how?’ the variation is extreme. Apart from the forms quoted in the tablet
here are many more variants; for Anatolian Arabic alone Vocke and Waldner
(1982:24-26) list aπwan, aππon, áπtawf, »πtor, and even combinations with Turkish
words such as aπyøl from Turkish yol ‘way’. In Mardin aπwan is used for ‘how?’,
the reflex of Classical Arabic kayfa, kif, is only preserved in greetings (kíf inti) and
as a conjunction (for the gramaticalization of kayfa in the Arabic dialects see
Taine-Cheikh 2004). Borg (1985:146-148) mentions many examples of bi-mor-
phemic interrogatives in Cypriot Maronite Arabic, e.g., áππik < 'ayy πakl ‘which
form?’, and in Jewish Baghdadi Arabic aπløn < 'ayy πay' lawn ‘which color?’. In
the Egyptian dialect area a division exists between forms going back to kayfa and
those going back to izzayy < '„π zayy, with roughly the same geographical division
as the alternatives for ‘when?’. Interestingly, Kharga again has izzayy, along with
kh, whereas Dakhla and Farafra have kiyyif and kayf, respectively (Woidich, p.c.).
All North African forms for ‘how?’ seem to go back to kayfa, but often combined
with -åπ (Marçais 1977:269-270).

What, then, could explain the development of this confusing pattern of transpa-
rent and opaque forms in the modern Arabic dialects? In view of the bewildering
variety of the forms for the interrogatives in mainstream Arabic dialects it would
be hard to reconcile the development of interrogatives with a monogenetic view of
the emergence of the Arabic dialects. At least some of the transparent forms must
have developed independently. If it is true that such a transformation of opaque in-
to transparent forms originates in communicatively handicapped contexts, it may
be assumed that they are vestiges of the earliest migration wave of Arab invaders,
which led to a relatively quick process of Arabicization. During this first stage of
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the conquest, so-called sedentary dialects emerged in the larger urban centers of the
conquered areas. In North Africa, such dialects are called ‘pre-Hilali dialects’. Du-
ring this period, what had thus far been a stylistic alternative of the Classical Ara-
bic interrogatives had a much higher chance of being selected because it fitted the
communicative situation. In the Maghrebi dialects, for instance, most of the forms
for ‘when?’ that derive from waqt contain q, so that they probably belong indeed
to the pre-Hilali stage. In other areas, too, the first conquest may be called a pre-
Hilali stage. In Egypt, for instance, the distribution of the forms for ‘when?’
suggests that both transparent wakt„, waxt„ and the izzayy forms for ‘how?’ belong
to this ‘pre-Hilali’ stage of Arabicization.

Later stages of Arabicization went at a much slower pace. The Hilali invasion of
North Africa took centuries to run its course. In some of the areas invaded by Be-
douin during this period, no second language acquisition was involved at all, since
the Bedouin settled there and continued to speak their own dialect. If the original
population eventually became Arabic-speaking, they adopted the language in the
course of a slow process of acquisition, in which the speakers of the target lan-
guage were far less a minority than had been the case during the early stages of
Arabicization when Arabic-speakers in North Africa, for instance, may have been
outnumbered at a ration of 1:100. The later Arabicization of the rural areas during
the Hilali invasion involved a much higher degree of exposure to the target lan-
guage and this, in turn, may have led to much better opportunity to accommodate
to Arabic. In a similar way, Clements and Mahboob (2002:464-465) explain the
difference between Cape Verdian Portuguese Creole and other creolized varieties
of Portuguese by the large Portuguese presence in the Cape Verdian islands. In
such a situation of maximum exposure and concomitant accommodation the conti-
nued use of directly borrowed interrogative forms from Classical Arabic is to be
expected.

In some cases, even the transparent forms that had originally been introduced
may have given way to opaque forms under the influence of Classical Arabic as
used in the urban centers of administration and culture. If this happened, (some of)
the original transparent forms were replaced by or combined with reflexes of the
Classical Arabic forms. Examples of this process have been given above.

The acquisition process did not always lead to the emergence of bi-morphemic
forms. Ki-Nubi did not develop transparent words, even though the communicative
context in which the language originated would seem to have necessitated a high
degree of transparency in the verbal communication. Nonetheless, there are other
examples of Creole languages without or almost without bi-morphemic question
words, e.g., in Fanakalo, a pidgin language based on the Bantu languages Zulu and
Xhosa, and used in South-Africa in contacts between (black) workers and (white)
management in the mines. According to Mesthrie (2002), the differences between
Fanakalo and other pidgin languages are to be explained by the fact that it is a pid-
ginized variety of a non-European language, which served as the target language
for (some) Europeans in their contacts with the black population. Some of these
circumstances also apply to Ki-Nubi: it, too, is based on a non-European language
and its pidgin ancestor seems to have been used in the contacts between European
officers of the Anglo-Egyptian army and Nubian recruits.
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The main conclusion of the discussion above appears to be that the forms we ha-
ve called transparent arose during the earlier wave, whereas the reflexes of Classi-
cal forms belong the second. Most Bedouin dialects do not have the extreme trans-
parent forms, although they almost always have the transparent form for ‘what?’.
There are several avenues of further research that suggest themselves. In the first
place, the structure of interrogation in the most primitive forms of foreigner talk re-
mains unclear. As Al-Sharkawi (2005) has shown, the register to which the new
learners were exposed was a systematically simplified form of Arabic. Questions
figure prominently in speech addressed to foreigners (Long 1981). Yet, we do not
know how users of this register re-structure the form of interrogatives and what in-
formation there is does not feature transparent forms of interrogatives. A more pro-
mising approach seems to be to focus on the presence in most languages of stylis-
tic alternatives for the opaque forms and find out to what extent these were current
in Classical Arabic.

Complete maps documenting the development of all interrogatives in all dialects
are needed, since they might show patterns of distribution that may help to
establish a correlation between the form of the interrogative and the settlement and
Arabicization pattern. Clearly, without the tools of the dialects atlases it would be
almost impossible to even begin to study this phenomenon. The lists of forms
given by Marçais are difficult to interpret precisely because he does not provide
precise maps on which the areas are shown. In this respect, Egypt, Yemen and
Syria are areas where the painstaking work of Behnstedt (and for Egypt, Woidich)
has made it possible to visualize the proliferation of the various forms on the maps.
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